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marco Systemanalyse und Entwicklung GmbH, Dachau, Germany

SAP S/4HANA Conversion – Business
Processes Migrated to a New IT-Landscape
with the Brownfield Approach
To help us to become an “Intelligent Enterprise”, we knew
that itelligence would be our partner of choice to support us
in implementing SAP S/4HANA. Our long-standing partnership,
the many successful joint projects under our belts and itelligence’s
extensive industry and SAP expertise made the choice an easy one.
Amalie Krämer, Commercial Manager / Authorized Signatory at marco Systemanalyse und Entwicklung GmbH

Challenges
n Replacement of the current database and SAP ECC
6.0 EHP 0 legacy system  
n Integration of customer owned developments
within the new solution

Solutions
n SAP S/4HANA Readiness Check as part of a
roadmap workshop
n SAP S/4HANA Conversion – Brownfield Approach

Benefits
n In-memory database enables large amounts of data
to be analyzed in real time
n Easier integration of new SAP solutions allows faster
innovation cycles
n New functions as a basis for process optimization
within Product Lifecycle Management
n Enhanced user experience thanks to the support of
innovative technologies such as the highly intuitive
SAP Fiori user interface

n

8 months

Goal achieved at lightning
speed: Go-live in just

Why itelligence?
Reliable partner with an in-depth understanding of
the customer’s needs
n Extensive industry and SAP expertise
n Successful joint projects in the past

Analysis of large amounts
of data in

real time
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